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ABSTRACT
We consider the three-dimensional BF-model with planar boundary in the axial
gauge. We find two-dimensional conserved chiral currents living on the boundary
and satisfying Kac-Moody algebras.
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1 Introduction
In 1981 K.Symanzik faced the problem of studying renormalizable Quantum Field Theories
(QFTs) in presence of a boundary [1]. He introduced boundary conditions for the quantum
fields by adding to the action surface interaction terms, compatible with power counting and
locality.

The introduction of a boundary is particularly interesting in topological QFTs for at
least two important reasons. First, it is known that topological field theories have no local
observables but in the case in which the base manifold has a boundary [2, 3]. Secondly, all
rational conformai field theories can be classified in terms of Chern-Simons theories built on
three-dimensional manifolds with spatial boundary [2, 4]. This connection is made explicit
by noting that chiral currents satisfying a Kac-Moody algebra live on the two-dimensional
boundary of the three-dimensional base manifold [2, 5].

In particular, the chiral current algebra living on the boundary of a three-dimensional
Chern-Simons theory has been derived in [6] and [7] with an approach closely related to
Symanzik's ideas and the existence of chiral currents on the boundary and their anomalous
Kac-Moody algebra has been derived in the framework of BRS formalism. The authors of [6]
add to the action local boundary terms compatible with power counting, using a covariant
gauge fixing. The approach followed in [7] is different in that the equations of motion, rather
than the action, are modified by appropriate boundary terms, and non-covariant axial gauge
is preferred.

Recently, many efforts have been made to clarify in general the relation between gauge
theories in N dimensions and current algebra in N — 1 dimensions [3, 8]. The Chern-Simons
theory is not well-suited for this investigation, because of the difficulties of defining it in an
arbitrary number of dimensions, in particular in the non-abelian case.

This difficulty does not appear in the other important topological QFTs of the
Schwartz-type, the BF models [9, 10], which can be defined in any number of dimensions.
The three-dimensional case is of particular physical relevance, because it coincides with
the three-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert gravity [9, 11], and because in three dimensions the
model can be provided with a true coupling constant in form of a cosmological constant. The
finiteness of this model has been proved to all orders in perturbation theory in the Landau

gauge [12].
In this paper we study three-dimensional BF theory with a planar boundary in the

axial gauge, following the approach of [7]. Such a gauge choice is quite natural when studying
a QFT with boundary, because the Poincaré invariance is lost a priori due to the presence
itself of the boundary and the main reason for a covariant choice of the gauge fixing is thus
failing. It is on the other hand well known that the axial gauge fixing is not a complete
one [13]. It remains indeed a residual gauge invariance on the planar boundary which can be

expressed by a local Ward identity. The existence of such a "residual" Ward identity is the
main advantage of this non-covariant choice, because just from it one derives the algebra for
the conserved chiral currents on the boundary. Nevertheless, the axial gauge is in general
affected by a number of problems only partially avoided by the ultraviolet finiteness of
the theory we consider. For example we must postulate that the quantum fields vanish at

infinity. The problems deriving from the adoption of an axial gauge in the three-dimensional
Chern-Simons theory with boundary are faced and solved in [7]. The same arguments can be

applied to our case. The aim of this work is rather to investigate the existence of conserved
chiral currents on the boundary and their algebraic structure.
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The plan of the paper is the following: in section 2 we illustrate the model in unbounded
space-time. In section 3 and 4 we find the free propagators of the theory with boundary in
the ghost and in the gauge sector respectively. In section 5 we compute the chiral current
algebra on the boundary, and finally in section 6 we draw some concluding remarks.

2 The model in unbounded flat space-time

The classical action for the three-dimensional BF-system with cosmological constant A > 0

is

Sbf \ JMd3x e»»» If^B; + ^B^BlB'A (2.1)

where M is the flat space-time, B° is a one-form and

FÌ, d„Al-dvAl + f""AÌAl.
As usual, fabc are the structure constants of a compact simple gauge group G.
We make use of the light-cone coordinates

u x1

-ft- (2-2)

V2
'

Correspondingly the components of the gauge fields A" and i?° read

K A"i

ßa. _ ^O T A2

Aa Aa
Âa __ gg ^2

V2
Bau Bl (2.3)

Ba0 + BlB"

Ba

V2
Da Da

The action for the model becomes

SBF j dud2z{Ba(dA"u - duA" + fabcÄbAcu) + Ba(duAa - dAau + fbcAbuAc)

+Bau(dÄa - 8Aa + fabcAbÄc) + XfabcBaBbBcJ (2.4)

For the aim of this work, a convenient choice of the gauge fixing term is

Sgf j dud2z{b"Al + <?(duc° + fabcAbucc + \fabcBbJc)

+d"Bau + 4>a(du<t>" + f^AiP + fabcBbucc)} (2.5)
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which corresponds to the "axial" gauge

Al B: 0 (2.6)

In (2.5) c°, c", 6° and <j>a, <f>a, d" are respectively ghost, antighost and Lagrange multipliers
fields for the gauge fields A° and B°. In Table 1 are displaied for both fields and coordinates
the canonical dimensions as well as the ghost number and helicity assignments.

z 2 u A" Aa K c° c° b" Ba Ê" BZ p F d"
dim -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 i 2

helicity -1 1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0

$n 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 -i 0

Table 1. Dimensions, $11 charges mid helicities.

With the addition to the action of a gauge-fixing term, the general covariance of the
theory, if any, is lost. Here, moreover, the use of a non-covariant gauge fixing breaks the
three-dimensional Poincaré invariance to the two-dimensional one in the plane {z,z}. The
gauge is not completely fixed by (2.5) and, as in [7], the Ward identity expressing the residual

gauge invariance of the theory will play a key role in determining the chiral current algebra
on the plane boundary u 0.

The classical action S Sbf + Sgf is invariant under the nilpotent BRS transformations

[12]

sAl

sc

sb"

sB"f
s<f>"

sp
sda

-(D^c)a-\fabcBlp

\fahc{cbc' + \<j>bp)

(2.7)

-(D^r - r ' Z3ft„c

°u<j>bcc

where the covariant derivative is defined by (DßX)" d^X" + f^A^X'. Besides the BRS

symmetry (2.7), the theory is invariant by the "parity" coordinate transformations z «-* z,
u —» —u, to which corresponds the discrete field symmetry

A° -Al

-ba

Ba *-> Ba

Bl - -Bl
4>a -> c°

4>a -> -c°
da -> -d"

(2.8)

At tree level, the generating functional ZC(J$) of the connected Green functions is

obtained from the classical action S(ip) by a Legendre transformation:

zc(j^) sw + Jdud2zYj;i>a, (2.9)
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where J^ are the sources for the fields, denoted collectively by ^". The following equations
of motion for the gauge fields and multipliers are derived:

dBl - duBa + fabcÄbBl - fabcAhuBc + JaA 0

auSa - dBl + fahcAbuBc - fabcAbBcu + J\ 0

dBa - dBa + fabcAhBc - fabcAbBc + ba - fabc^cc - fahc4>b<pc + JaAu 0

A'u + J? 0 (2.10)

dAl - duÄa + fabcÄbAcu + \fabcBbBl + J% 0

duAa - dAl + f^'AiA' - \fabcBbBl + J% 0

ÔÂ gAa + f*cA»Ac + \f*bcBiBc + da_ fate^f _ \f<^^^ + J«^ _ Qfabc /[b /\c i \ fabc jjb qc | ja fabcj^^c \ fabc-Abj^c

Bl + Jad=Q,

while for the ghost fields one has:

9„c° + fabcAbu? + fabcBbJc - Jc" 0

duca + fabcAbucc + \fabcBbJc - J? 0

d„<Â° + fab*AbJc + XfabcB^ - JJ 0

a„^a + r*^ + /al>c^cc - j| o.
(2.11)

In order to write a Slavnov identity, we couple external sources to the non linear
variations of quantum fields in (2.7)

S.= f dud2z {Q,aßsAl + Lasc" + pa"sBl + Da»<j>") (2.12)

The dimensions and the Faddeev-Popov charges of the four sources are listed in Table 2.

n"""' La ?"" Da
dim 2 3 2 3

$n -i -2 -1 -2
Table 2. Dimensions find $II-charges of the external fields.

The complete action S Sbf + Sgf + S, satisfies the Slavnov identity

5(E) fdud2z( SS SS SS SS SS SS
¦ + yyy- + ^^ + 6«^ + <rB =0.SÜ^SA" SL" Sc° Sp'^SB" SDa8<f>a Sc" S<f>aJ

(2.13)
The three-dimensional BF-system exhibits two ghost equations of motion [12], which in the
axial gauge are local symmetries of the action, broken at the classical level by terms linear
in the quantum fields:

where

F(x)S *?„(*)
Q°(x)S A'M(x)

r(x) ± + r^± + r^l-

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)
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AaU)(x) -dßUa» + du(? + fabc{nb>'Acß-Lbcc + p'"'Bl-Db<j>c) (2.18)

AaM(x) -V" + fl,,«?" + f^ifi^Al - Dbcc + \Çlh»Bl - \Lbp) (2.19)

Anticommuting (2.14) and (2.15) with the Slavnov operator (2.13) one gets respectively

F°(x)S(f) + By(Fa(xh - Afoi») Ha(x)i
ga(x)S(1) + B,(0"(x)7 - Afoi») iV°(x)7

(2.20)

(2.21)

where 7 is a generic functional of the fields, B-, is the anticommuting linearized Slavnov

operator

By / dud2z I
Sf

SU"" SA"

S S'y
+

S Si S Si s
+ T7-7— +

SAl Sii"" SL" Sc" Se" SL"

Si 8 Si S Si S Si S

8p"" 6BI SB% 8p°"
+

SEh Sp + Sp SD"

8c" 8p
(2.22)

and

Ha(x) d,
118M -au6*+ç/«v-

n°(x) ôm— -d^ + r*

(2.23)

A"J- + cb— + ê— + $>— + A— + Db —"SB' Sp Sb' v 8c' H Sii'" SL'

+A B'
'SA' + /_L + JL + 6>-L + n*_l_ + Lk-fa

5c «^ 5* 5pc' ££><
(2.24)

If, in particular, 7 stands for the action E, the local operators H"(x) and Na(x) represent
exact classical symmetries of the theory which, written in terms of ZC(J^,), read

H"(x)Ze(Ji>) -V. '5JS

N'(x)ze(j^) -d,r/ - dj-^fi

»»CJa+l^J J<l>t, Jc'8JI
0

+/° 7^ ° j,lB sr/ + J, sJa 'sj: + J rfi"
ù't SU'"

+ D"
SL'

+A \JìAu + JbA-,¦a SW"T<* 8Jl+J*8Jl + Jd8J'hSJt
+ iibß

Sp'
+ Ü

SD'

(2.25)

Zc 0 (2.26)

The operators H"(x) and N"(x) are the local versions of those found in [12] in the Landau

gauge. We have here recovered a general property of the axial gauge, i.e. that the Slavnov
identities of the theory take the local form (2.25,26)[13].
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3 Free propagators of the theory with boundary: the ghost sec¬

tor
We consider now the model built on the flat space-time R3 divided into two parts R3 and

Rl by the plane u 0 and we propose to compute the propagators of the theory

taking into account the effect of the boundary.
We shall seize upon the procedure illustrated in [7], taking as outstanding points of

the theory the two requirements of decoupling and locality.
First of all, we demand that the boundary decouples the regions R+ and Ri of R3. In

terms of propagators this means

A&,(«i,»i) 0 « m««<0. (3.2)

Such a condition is fulfilled by a two-point function of the form

a£*(»i,*») s'b[e+^i(x1,x2) + e^i^(x1,x2)], (3.3)

where 9± 0(±«i)0(±u2) and 6(u) is the step function defined as

•w-{ iS: 15 <»»

We then consider as fundamental the equations of motion of the quantum fields, modified
by boundary terms, in such a way to recover the standard ones (2.10) and (2.11) away from
the boundary (locality condition).

Let us begin analyzing in detail the ghost sector. We then will apply the same technique
to the gauge sector, whose results will be given in the next section. From the free ghost
equations of motion

" 8Zc -J» o d„-B-r-Jï(x) o
-8j°(x) -«^-" ""6J?( x

8Z<
-JJ(*) 0 ou-^--J|(x) 0 (3.5)

"«Si» "^ ' A.1H,

one gets the equations for the propagators

ft.'AS((B
du,AacbAx,x-

du,Afc(x,x
d«A%(x,x

8"bS3(x - x') du,Afc(x, x') 0

0 du.A£(x,x') 0

8ahS3(x - x') du,AfJx, x') 0 (3.6)
0 du,Afi(x,x') 8"b83(x-x')
0 du,A%,{x,x') 8"b8\x-x')

of equations (3.6) fulfilling the decoupling conditic
tion, scale invariance and regularity, is

à.ab(x,x') 8ab[6+A+(x,x') + 0-u.-(x,x')} (3.7)

The most general solution of equations (3.6) fulfilling the decoupling condition and compatible

with helicity conservation, scale invariance and regularity, is
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where

A+(x,x')

0 -T„(x,x') 0 a82{z-z'
Tp(x',x) 0 ß82(z - z') 0

0 -ß82(z-z') 0 -T„(x,x'
K -a82(z - z') 0 T„(x',x) 0

Z'M

j

(3.8)

and A_(x, a:') is obtained from A+(i, x') by parity. In writing (3.8) we have adopted a matrix
notation according to the order c", c", p, p. The ghost propagator Aab(x,x') depends on
four constant parameters a, ß, p, tr and on the tempered distribution

T((x, x') [6(u - «') + i]82{z - z') (3.9)

The next step is constituted by the most general modification of the free ghost equations of
motion by a boundary term which respects, besides the locality condition, also the helicity
and pit -charge conservation:

duc° - J" 6(u)\p+<?+ + fi-<?_ + k+P+ + k.p_]
duP -J; 6(u)[a+?+ + a_<?_ + ß+p+ + ß_4>'_]

duP -J%- -8(u)[ti+P_ + p,-P+ + k+c"_ + fc_c;] (3.10)

9uc° -ja -8(u)[a+P_ + a.p+ + ß+c"_ + ßy\]
where fi±, k±, a±, ß± are constant parameters.

In (3.10), the latter two equations are derived from the former two by parity. The r.h.s.
of the above equations depend on the two-dimensional fields which live on the opposite sides

of the boundary:
il>l(z,z)= Um ipa{u,z,z) (3.11)

Some of the parameters appearing in (3.10) can be eliminated by imposing that eqs. (3.10)
are compatible with each other. Indeed, from the anticommutation relations between the
ghost equations of motion, one finds

k+ fc_ k

fa=^+
/?+=/*- (3.12)

a+ a_ v

From the equations (3.10) follow sixteen equations for the free propagators in presence of
the plane boundary u 0, which reduce to eight independent non-linear equations for the
eight parameters a, ß, p, o, p,+ p_, k, v.

(1 + p)(l - fi+) + ak 0

<r(l + fi-) - ak 0

ß(p+ - 1) + fc(l + a) 0

ß{l + p.-) + kp 0

p(l + /t+) + ßv 0 (3.13)

{1 + o){l - p_) - ßu 0

a(l + fi+) — ver 0

a(l - fi-) + v(l + p) 0
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Of course one could solve directly the non-linear set of equations (3.13), but the task of
finding the solutions of our problem is made much simpler by the observation that the
action S possesses a further discrete simmetry involving the ghost fields only:

c <-?

c" <-> (3.14)

This new symmetry, imposed on the free ghost equations of motion (3.10) and on the
propagators (3.3), respectively gives the following two groups of constraints on the parameters:

and

Eqs. (3.13) considerably simplifies to

k v Q

o -(l + p)

a ß 0

(l + p)(l-n) 0

which has two distinct solutions:

p r*
I 0 1

II -1 -1

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

Let us take the solution I to discover the corresponding boundary conditions on the
ghost fields. The propagator matrix A+(i, x') relative to the half-space R3 is

A+{x,x')

I o -e(u - u')82
6(u' - u)82 0

0 0

\ 0 0

0 0

0 0

o ew - u)82

-9(u - u')82 0

\

From (3.18) we have, for any ghost field £"(x)

ih(A)

tbr_i\

lim {c°(*)nfa> 0
u->0+

Hm(*a(B)ÉV)) 0.

(3.18)

(3.19)

We then realize that the ghost field boundary conditions corresponding to the solution I are
of Dirichlet type

c\(z) p+(z) 0 (3.20)
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and, by parity, one gets from A~(x,x')

cl(z) P_(z) 0 (3.21)

To conclude the analysis of the first solution, we write the ghost equations of motion modified
by the presence of the plane boundary u 0

a„c* + fabcAbu<f + f'^BtP - J: 8(u)(?+(z) - £(*))
duca + fabcAbucc + Xf^BlP - J?° 0

duP + fabcAbJc + \fabcBbu? - j; 0 (3.22)

dup + f^AlP + fb'Bbuc' - Jl 8(u)(P+(z) - P_(z))

One easily sees that the solution II corresponds to the Dirichlet boundary conditions

P+ P. 0

c°. cl 0 (3.23)

while the ghost equations of motion read

5uc° + fabcAbu<? + fabcBbup - J: 0

<9uc° + r^c* + \fabcBlP - J« %)«(z) - cl(*))
<U° + f^AiP + Xf^Bl? -Jl 8(u)(p+(z) - p_(z)) (3.24)

dup + fabcAbup + fabcBbuc' - J| 0

4 Free propagator of the theory with boundary: the gauge sector

According to the fines followed in the previous section, from the free equations of motion of
the gauge fields and multipliers follow 8x8 equations for the propagators, many of which are
equivalent to each other. The most general solution compatible with helicity conservation,
scale invariance and regularity is, according to the decoupling condition,

Aab(x,x') 5a(,[0+A+(x,x') + 0_ A"(x,x')} (4.1)

where we adopted a matrix notation following the order A, A, Au, b, B, B, Bu, d, and

A+(x,x') is displaied in table 3, while A~(x,x') is obtained from A+(x,x') by a parity
transformation. The matrix of propagators (4.1) depends on ten constant parameters a,,
i 1,. 10. The inclusion of a boundary term in the free equations of motion of the gauge
fields and multipliers leads to

dBl - duB" + JaA S(u)[ai(Al + A"_) + a2B% + a3B"_]

duB" - OBI + JaA 8(»)l<*i(A'+ + Aa_) + a3Bl + a2Ba_]

dB" - dB" + ba + JaAu 0

Al + J: 0
"

(4.2)

dAl - duÄ° + J"B 8(u)[a3Àa+ + a2À"_ + a4(Ba+ + B"_)}

duAa - dA"u + J"B S(u){a2A\ + a3Aa_ + a4{Ba+ + Bl)}
dA" - BA" + da + J%u 0

Bau + Jl 0
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The above equations (4.2), which depend on four constant parameters aj, j 1,...,4,
respect the parity transformations (2.8) and are compatible with each other.

From the consistency between eqs. (4.2) and the form of the propagator A°b(x,x')
follows a set of non-linear equations for the parameters a; and aj

(a3 - ai)(a2 + 1) + a2ax 0

(1 + 07)(1 - a3) — a2ax 0

(a6 - a7)(l + a2) + a5ai 0

04(1 — a3) — axax 0

a9(l + a2) + a7aj 0

a9(l — a3) — ai(l + a3 — a4) 0

a10(l + a2) + ai(a6 - a7) 0

a8(l - a3) - aion 0 (4.3)

ai(l — a2) — a4a4 0

a5(l + a3) + ai(a9 - a7) 0

a2(l — a2) — a4(l + a7) 0

«2(1 + a3) + at(a3 - a4) 0

a4(l — a2) - a4o8 0

(a6 - a7)(l + a3) + a4ai0 0

(1 + 03 - a4)(l - a2) - ata9 0

a7(l + a3) + a4a9 0

The equations (4.3) form a set of sixteen independent non-linear equations for fourteen
parameters. The introduction of a boundary contribution in the equations of motion (4.2)
causes a boundary breaking of the Ward identities (2.25) and (2.26), which we force to be

present only at classical level. We can reach that goal by imposing that the breaking is linear
in the quantum fields1:

a3 a2

a4 \ax. (4.4)

The resulting Ward identities are

+°°
duHa{x)Zc{J^) -ax{dÄ\ + dÄa_ + dAl + 8Al]

-<x2(dB% + BBa_ + 8BI +8BI) (4.5)

duNa{x)Zc(Jii) -\ai(8Bl + dB°_ + dBl + 8BI)

-a2(dÄa++ dÄl + 8AI + BAI) (4.6)

The identities (4.5) and (4.6) concern the plane u 0 and they are consequences of the
fact that the axial gauge we adopted does not completely fix the gauge. With all the
remarks and prescriptions made in [7], we shall take (4.5) and (4.6) as the Ward identities

expressing the residual gauge invariance of the theory. Equivalently we postulate that

We are indebted to O.Piguet for suggesting us this point
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/-" dudub"(x) /+~ dudud"(x) 0. The choice of an axial gauge in fact does not guarantee
that b"(z, z, ±00) d"(z, z, ±00) 0.

By imposing the two-dimensional identities (4.5) and (4.6) on the two-point functions,
one gets a further set of constraints for the fourteen parameters a; and <x,-:

aia2 + a2(a3 — o4) — ctiOi — a2a4 1

dia2 + (1 + aT)a2 - asax - (ae - a7)a2 1

aia7 + a2ag — a\aA — a8ci2 0

«i(l + a3 — a4) + a2a9 — (ae - a7)aa — awa2 — 0

a2a2 + Aai(a3 — 04) — a^a2 — Xaxa4 0 (4.7)

a2a2 + Aai(l + a7) — a5a2 - A(ae — a7)oi 0

a2a7 + Aanap. — a2a4 — Aajas 1

a2(l + a3 - a4) + Aa^ao, — (a6 — a7)a2 — AaiOio 1

There are four independent solutions of the two sets of equations (4.3) and (4.7), which
are reported in Table 4. Notice that the solutions III and IV in the table depend on the
cosmological constant A, and exist only for A ^ 0.

5 Chiral algebra on the plane boundary
The four solutions in Table 4 can be worked out directly by solving the equations (4.3)
and (4.7). From the matrix of propagators A"b(x,x') we can read the boundary conditions
relative to each of them:

I : A% ÀI B% Bl 0 (5.1)

II : Ä\ Al Bl Bl 0 (5.2)

III : Al - VXBl =Àa+ + y/\B% Äa_ - VXBa_ A"_ + VXBl 0 (5.3)

IV : Al + VXBl Äa+- s/XBl =Äl + -ABl Al- y/\Bl 0 (5.4)

An alternative way to proceed of course could have been the converse one, i. e. to figure
out all possible behaviours of the gauge fields on the boundary and then to read from the
matrix A"b(x,x') which conditions on the parameters are derived.

One finds that the conditions written above are the only ones compatible with the
locality and decoupling requirements and, eqs. (5.1,2,3,4) holding, corresponding to each of
them the eqs. (4.3) and (4.7) are easily solved to give the four solutions of Table 4.

The solution I corresponds to the modified equations of motion

8BI - duB" + fabcAbB'u - fab'AbuB' + J\ -8(u)Bl
duBa - dBl + fab'AbuBc - fabcAbBl + J\ -8{u)Ba_

dB" - SB" + fabcAbBc - f"<"AbB' + b" - fabcêcc - fabc4>brj>' + JaAu 0

Al + Jl 0
"

(5.5)

8Al - duÄa + fabcÄbA'u + Xfab'BbBl + J% -S(u)Ä"+

duAa - dAl + fabcAbuAc - \fabcBbBl + J% -8(u)Aa_
dAa - 8Aa + fabcAbAc + XfabcBbBc + da- fab']>bc' - \fabc?P + JaBn 0

Bl + JS 0,
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and the two-dimensional Ward identities (4.5) and (4.6) become

/+°° duHa(x)Zc{J^,) dBl + 8BI (5.6)
J — oo

/+ 00

duNa{x)Zc( J^,) dAl + dA- (5-7)
-OO

From (5.6) and (5.7) one gets the following relations between the Green functions:

d(Ba(z)All;;%B:™::yj_ (5.8)

-SwSNMS^dS^Z-Z^)

+ Y rkb62(* - zk){Ab(z)A^(Zl)... A°^zk)... A^(zN)BTNll;;JM).
*=i

M
+ Y rtbS2(z-zk)(Bb(z)Ali:JNB''^(zN+1)...BHzk)...B^(zM))_

k=N+l

d{A"(z)Al\:"-NBZliyM)_ (5.9)

-8aN5XMSa'ld82(z-zl)

+A Y rkb6\z - zk){Bb(z)A^(z1)... A"^zk)... A°»{zN)BZ:i:yM)-
k=\
M

+ Y rkbS2(z - zk)(Ab(z)Aazl;:yNBaN+l(zN+i) ¦ ¦ .B»(zh).. .£°m(*m))-
k=N+l

where (z) stands for (z,z), the hat means omission of its argument and

All:X A^(zx)...Aa"(zN) (5.10)

B%tu.yM B°^(zN+1)...Ba"(zM). (5.11)

Let us consider first the case A 0. For the operators

A"(z,z)= firn A°(x) Ba{z,z)= Um B"(x) (5.12)
U-+0- u—0-

we derive the conservation laws

8Aa(z,z) dBa(z,z) 0 (5.13)

and the commutation relations

[A'(z),Ab(z')}=0

[Ba(z), B\z')) fab'8(z - z')B'(z) (5.14)

[A"(z), Bb(z')\ fab'8(z - z')A'(z) - SabS'(z - z')

This algebra can be interpreted as a semidirect sum of the Kac-Moody algebra satisfied by
B and its adjoint representation with a central extension in the mixed commutators.
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If A > 0, the operators

K"^ \*$-(-T\Aa{x) + Ba{x))

T'(z,z) ìjta.(-iA-W + ^)) (5.15)

are conserved currents:
8K\z,z) 8T°(z,z) 0 (5.16)

and satisfy the commutation relations

[#•(*), *V)] /OÒC% - *')*'(*) - ^*"**'(* - z')

[Ta(2), rk(z')l fabcS(z - z')T'(z) + -^=Sab8'(z - z') (5.17)
L J 2v A

[K'(z),Tb(z')}=0

which is the direct sum of two Kac-Moody algebras with central extension ±far-
The case A ^ 0 is not a common feature of the generic d-dimensional BF-system. In

four dimensions, for instance, the model cannot be provided of a cosmological constant. We
could therefore guess that only the algebra corresponding to A 0 survives in such cases.

By parity we can find the conservation laws and the algebraic structure which live on
the opposite side of the boundary.

The solution II is easily recognized to give the same algebraic structure of the first
solution, therefore we skip to the solution III, for which the equations of motion read

dBl - duBa + fabcAbBl - f^AlB' + JA 6(u)-L(Ä% + A"_)
vA

8uBa - dBl + fabcAbuB' - fab'AbBcu + J\ S(u)4=(Aa+ + Al)
VA

95° - SB" + fabcAbB' - fabcAbB' + ba - f^cV - fabcrf<j)' -r JX, 0

Al + 7; 0
"

(5.18)

8Al - duÄa + f°b'ÄbAl + XfabcBbBl + JaB 8{u)V\(Bl + Ba_)

duAa - dAl + fabcAbuA' - \fabcBbBcu + Jß 8(u)y/\(Bl + Ba_)

dAa - 8Aa + fabcAbA' + \fab'BbBc + da - f"bc4>bc' - \fabc-c*p + JaBii 0

Bl + Jad 0

The Ward identities expressing the residual gauge invariance on the boundary are

/+°° duHa{x)Zc{J^) —\=(dAa+ + dAl + 8Aa+ + 8Al) (5.19)
J-oo VA

/+°° duNa(x)Zc{J^) -{dBl + dBl + 8Ba+ + 8BI) (5.20)
«/— OO

The relations between Green functions are better understood in terms of the fields

A'(x) + V\B"(x)pW 7TTÏ (5-21)
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A'(x) - y/XB"(x)
Q{x) 7T+J—' (5-22)

for which the Dirichlet boundary conditions hold:

Ql(z, z) Pl(z, z) Ql(z, z) Pl(z, z) 0. (5.23)

For the new variables the identities (5.19) and (5.20) imply the conservation laws

8Pl(z, z) 0 8Ql(z, z) 0 (5.24)

and the chiral current algebra

d(n*)K;:XQ%:i:.yM)+ (5.25)

c(X)+81N8NM8aaid82(z - zx) + c(X)^8on8im8,"'1882(z - zx)

-c(x)+ y ribs2(z - *)<pV)i>oi(*i) • • • PHzr) ¦ ¦ pan*N)Q%?1:::yMi+
»=1

M ___
-c(A)_ Y ribS2(z-zi)(Qb(z)V^::XQ'^(zN+1)...QHzi)...Q^(zM))+

i=N+l
and

8(Qa(z)V^;yNQZ:i:yM)+ (5.26)

c(X)-81N8NM8aa>d82(z - zj) + c(X)+SON81M8aai882(z - zx)

-c(A)_ y r*i\* - zi)(Pb(z)P"^(z1)... p^z,)... p«»(zn)qzii:jm)+
t=i

-c(A)+ Y nb6*(z - z,)(Qb(z)V:-;XQaN+l(zN+i) ¦ •. QHzi) ¦ ¦ ¦ Q"m(zm))+

where

C(A)± ^L^ (5,7)
and

K;:X pai(zi)...paN(zN) (5.28)

Ô.ZïA.yM Q"N+,(zN+i)...QaM(zM). (5.29)

It is easily seen that eqs (5.25) and (5.26) are compatible only if A 1. We finally derive
for the operators

Ka(z,z) -V2 lim Pa(x) T"(z,z) -V2 lim Qa(x) (5.30)
U—»o+ U—*0+

the conservation laws
8K"{z,z) dQa(z,z) 0 (5.31)

and the chiral current algebra

[Ka(z), K\z')] rb°S(z - z')K'(z) + UabS'(z - z')

[T"(z), T\z')) fabc8(z - z')f(z) - Uab8\z - z') (5.32)

[K'(z),fb(z'))=0.

2

2
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The solution IV corresponds to the exchange K"(x) «-» Ta(x).

6 Conclusions

We studied the three-dimensional BF model with a planar boundary in the axial gauge.
We found the most general equations of motion for the quantum fields of the theory with
boundary compatible with the fundamental requirements of locality and decoupling.

The choice of an axial gauge allowed us to write the Slavnov identities expressing the
residual gauge invariance on the planar boundary. From these identities we found three
possible distinct anomalous chiral current algebras, with two conserved chiral currents for
each of them.

In the case A 0 we obtain a semidirect sum of a Kac-Moody algebra satisfied by
a chiral conserved current and its adjoint representation acting on a current of the same
chirality (5.14). For a generic A^O we find a direct sum of two independent Kac-Moody
algebras satisfied by conserved currents of the same chirality (5.17). In the particular case
A 1, we find a third possible algebraic structure: a direct sum of Kac-Moody algebras
satisfied by conserved currents of opposite chirality (5.32).
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A+(x,x')

2jri(z-z')2

a282

0

a282 8Ta3(x',x)

-8Tat(x,x')

-83

2in(z-z'f

0

dTa3(x,x') 8Tae(x',x) -S3 (2a9 + a8-raw)d862

Ta,(x',x) 0 (as + a9)d82

0 -(a9 + a10)dS2

0 0

2iri(z-z')3

Ta,(x,x')

0

-(a8 + a9)dS2

5Ta3_a,(x',x)

2rri{z-z')2

^a3-a4(a:) x "fi-"7

0

2jri(z-z')2

0

2»i(z-z')2

a9S2

0

2ir>(z-z')2

0

(a9 + aio)882

a982

2iri(z-z')2

0

0 -dTc

0

(at + a2)d82 \
-(a2 + a5)882

0

(1 + a3 + ae)8dS2

dTat+a,{x',x)

«3 ~a4 +a$ —07 i^ »
%

-S3

\ -(ai + a2)dS2 (a2 + a5)^2 0 (1 + a3 + a6)d882 -dTat+a,(x, x') dTcaz—a<—og— a? (x',x) -63 (2a2 + ai + a5)<9<9*2 /
Table 3. A+(*,*')

at a2 a3 a4 as <Je a7 as a9 aio at a2 a3 a4
I 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

II 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0

III "IVA yx -1 i
2 -IVa 0 i

2
i

2VÄ
i

2-/Ä
i

2VÄ
i

Vx
0 0 Va

IV ya faVA -1 1

2 IVA 0 I"! 1

2-/X
1

2-/Ä
1

2s/\
i

V\
0 0 -Vx

Table 4. Solutions of the sets of equations (4.3) and (4.7).
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